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Abstract
This	 research	 investigates	 the	effect	of	production	on	4.5-		 to	6-	year-	old	 children’s	
recognition	of	newly	learned	words.	In	Experiment	1,	children	were	taught	four	novel	
words in a produced or heard training condition during a brief training phase. In 
Experiment	2,	children	were	taught	eight	novel	words,	and	this	time	training	condition	
was in a blocked design. Immediately after training, children were tested on their rec-
ognition	of	the	trained	novel	words	using	a	preferential	looking	paradigm.	In	both	ex-
periments,	 children	 recognized	 novel	 words	 that	 were	 produced	 and	 heard	 during	
training, but demonstrated better recognition for items that were heard. These find-
ings are opposite to previous results reported in the literature with adults and children. 
Our results show that benefits of speech production for word learning are dependent 
on	factors	such	as	task	complexity	and	the	developmental	stage	of	the	learner.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

•	 We	 investigate	 the	 effect	 of	 production	 on	 children’s	 word	
learning.

• Children were taught novel words that were either heard or pro-
duced during a brief training phase.

• Children had better recognition and recall for novel words that 
were heard rather than produced during training.

•	 The	effects	of	production	are	dependent	on	 task	complexity	and	
the developmental stage of the learner.

1  | INTRODUCTION

Infants	 have	 substantial	 knowledge	 about	 the	 lexical,	 phonological	
and grammatical structures of their language before they begin pro-
ducing	speech	 (Bergelson	&	Swingley,	2012;	Curtin,	Byers-	Heinlein,	
&	Werker,	2011;	Curtin	&	Zamuner,	2014;	Werker	&	Curtin,	2005).	
Although	production	 is	not	a	necessary	component	for	word	recog-
nition, it would be hasty to assume that the mechanism and repre-
sentations for word recognition are the same in preverbal infants as 
compared to children and adults who are able to both perceive and 
produce	language.	A	central	component	of	language	communication	
involves the development of speech production skills, which entails 

knowledge about how sounds are articulated, the integration of 
sensory-	motor	cues,	and	the	retrieval	of	stored	representations	from	
memory	(McAllister	Byun,	Inkelas,	&	Rose,	2016;	McAllister	Byun	&	
Tessier,	2016;	Stoel-	Gammon,	2011).	As	 such,	a	major	milestone	 in	
development is when children produce their first words. Moreover, 
young children will often spontaneously imitate new words, e.g., 
“Mother:	 They’re	 called	 eels, Violet aged 2 years: Eels” (Providence 
Corpus;	 Demuth,	 Culbertson,	 &	 Alter,	 2006).	 Children’s	 imitation	
rates of new words, between the ages of 2 to 3 years, range between 
17%	to	43%	(Zamuner	&	Thiessen,	in	press)	to	as	high	as	25%	to	78%	
(Clark,	2007).	The	current	research	investigates	the	effect	of	speech	
production	 on	 lexical	 acquisition.	 Specifically,	 this	 research	 inves-
tigates whether children show better learning for novel words that 
were produced versus heard during a brief training phase.

1.1 | Converging evidence for a role of production in 
language development

Research on developmental speech production takes a somewhat 
indirect	 approach	 to	 examine	 the	 role	 or	 effect	 of	 production	 on	
learning—in other words, production is typically not a controlled 
factor.	Evidence	is	emerging	that	production-	based	representations	
exist	 even	 before	 infants	 produce	 meaningful	 speech	 (Bruderer,	
Danielson,	 Kandhadai,	 &	 Werker,	 2015;	 DePaolis,	 Vihman,	 &	
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Keren-	Portnoy,	2011;	DePaolis,	Vihman,	&	Nakai,	2013;	Majorano,	
Vihman,	 &	 DePaolis,	 2014;	 Ngon	 &	 Peperkamp,	 2016;	 Yeung	 &	
Werker,	2013).	In	addition	to	observing	that	there	is	a	relationship	
between	infants’	babbling	repertories	and	their	first	words	(Vihman,	
Macken,	Miller,	Simmons	&	Miller,	1985),	 children	are	more	 likely	
to add words to their productive vocabulary when the words are 
shorter in word length, have more phonological neighbours (i.e., 
words	that	sound	similar	to	many	other	words),	and	are	more	fre-
quent	 (Carlson,	Sonderegger,	&	Bane,	2014;	Coady	&	Aslin,	2004;	
Maekawa	 &	 Storkel,	 2006;	 Ota	 &	 Green,	 2013;	 Stoel-	Gammon,	
1998;	 Storkel,	 2004,	2006).	 Some	work	has	 also	 indicated	 a	 rela-
tionship	between	children’s	speech	production	skills	and	their	lexi-
cal	acquisition.	Maekawa	and	Storkel	(2006)	found	that	in	the	data	
for	 one	 child	 out	 of	 three	 analysed	 from	 CHILDES,	 a	 significant	
predictor	for	whether	a	word	was	added	to	the	child’s	vocabulary	
was	the	age	of	productive	acquisition	for	words’	final	consonants.	
Zamuner	 and	 Thiessen	 (in	 press)	 examined	 data	 collapsed	 across	
five	children	aged	0;11–2;11	from	the	CHILDES	Providence	Corpus	
(Demuth	 et	al.,	 2006),	 and	 found	 that	 a	 significant	 predictor	 for	
whether a child spontaneously imitated a new word was whether 
the word contained more consonants that the child had accurately 
produced before.

Other evidence for the role of production in language learning 
comes	from	the	lexical	avoidance	effect,	first	noted	in	Ferguson	and	
Farwell	(1975).	Although	not	universal,	some	children	avoid	producing	
or imitating words that contain sounds outside of their production rep-
ertoire;	although	this	could	be	described	as	failing	to	select	certain	lex-
ical	items	rather	than	avoidance	(Schwartz	&	Leonard,	1982).	Lexical	
avoidance	 has	 been	 indirectly	 examined	 in	 longitudinal	 studies	 (see	
studies	described	above)	and	experimentally.	In	a	series	of	studies	with	
children	under	2	years	of	age	(Leonard,	Schwartz,	Morris,	&	Chapman,	
1981;	 Schwartz	&	 Leonard,	 1982),	 children’s	 productive	 inventories	
were first assessed to establish which sounds were consistently pro-
duced	(IN	sounds)	and	what	sounds	were	not	attempted	(OUT	sounds).	
Children	then	were	taught	stimuli	composed	of	 IN	sounds	and	OUT	
sounds, after which their learning was assessed using different mea-
sures, such as whether the child produced the word. Based on the data 
obtained from these measures, more words were learned when they 
contained	 IN	sounds	than	OUT	sounds,	suggesting	that	children	se-
lect or avoid certain words over others. The effect of previous produc-
tion	experience	is	also	reported	by	Keren-	Portnoy,	Vihman,	DePaolis,	
Whitaker,	 and	Williams	 (2010),	who	 found	 that	 children’s	non-	word	
repetition	 is	 linked	 to	 their	 previous	 production	 experience.	 They	
tested	the	accuracy	of	26-	month-	old	children’s	non-	word	repetition,	
controlled	for	sounds	found	frequently	(IN)	or	infrequently	(OUT)	in	an	
individual	child’s	previous	production	repertoire.	Children	were	better	
at	 producing	non-	words	 comprising	 consonants	 frequently	 found	 in	
their	production	inventories.	In	work	with	older	children	aged	3	to	5	
years,	Storkel	 (2004,	2006)	 found	a	 reversal	of	 the	effect	of	 IN	and	
OUT sounds on word learning, such that items which contained OUT 
sounds	were	learned	better	than	items	containing	IN	sounds.	This	in-
dicates	a	possible	developmental	change	in	how	existing	phonological	
and	lexical	knowledge	may	guide	lexical	development.	Yet,	controlled	

studies are still needed that focus on the effect of production, inde-
pendent	 from	 other	 variables	 (Core,	 2012).	 For	 example,	 Zamuner,	
Fikkert,	and	Gick	(2007)	found	that	Dutch-	learning	children	between	
2 and 3 years of age who spontaneously produced novel words during 
a	word-	learning	task	were	significantly	better	at	naming	at	test;	how-
ever,	production	during	training	was	not	a	controlled	variable.	As	such,	
production	might	not	have	been	the	only	or	primary	factor	in	children’s	
recall, as children who produced the novel words may have had more 
advanced language skills.

Combined, findings from a variety of paradigms provide support 
for the hypothesis that production positively impacts language learn-
ing. Most of this research comes from studies of infants and young 
children, who are at the beginning stages of learning how to produce 
speech. The results from this research are consistent with an “articula-
tory	filter”	(Vihman,	1993,	Vihman,	DePaolis,	&	Keren-	Portnoy,	2014),	
which posits that previously produced sounds are more salient in the 
learner’s	input.	Under	this	account,	words	containing	previously	pro-
duced	sounds	are	also	theorized	to	require	less	processing	resources	
during word learning, allowing for more resources for the mapping of 
a	word	 form	to	a	 referent.	Additional	 support	 for	 this	 is	 seen	 in	ex-
perimental studies with older children and adults, in which an initial 
speech	practice	phase	 improves	participants’	performance	on	a	 fast	
mapping	 task	 (Kan	 &	 Sadagopan,	 2015;	 Kan,	 Sadagopan,	 Janich,	 &	
Andrade,	2014),	and	from	work	showing	that	children	showed	better	
memory	for	words’	plurality	when	the	words	contained	sounds	within	
children’s	production	 repertoire	 (Ettlinger,	 Lanter,	&	Van	Pay,	2014).	
These	results	are	consistent	with	exemplar	theories	and	usage-	based	
models proposing that speech output representations are integrated 
into	 phonological	 and	 lexical	 representations	 (Munson,	 Edwards,	 &	
Beckman, 2012; Pierrehumbert, 2003; Sosa & Bybee, 2008; Sosa 
&	Stoel-	Gammon,	2012),	 and	 also	 in	 the	 recently	developed	A-	map	
model	 of	 developmental	 speech	 production	 (McAllister	 Byun	 et	al.,	
2016).	 Despite	 these	 accounts,	 notably	 absent	 in	 the	 literature	 are	
studies that systematically control production during first language 
acquisition	 (although	see	work	 looking	at	the	effect	of	 lexical	status	
on	the	stability	of	children’s	articulatory	movement	trajectories	using	
speech	kinematic	measurements;	Heisler,	Goffman,	&	Younger,	2010).	
We now turn to a discussion of controlled studies of production with 
adult participants and to a study done with children.

1.2 | The production effect

MacLeod,	 Gopie,	 Hourihan,	 Neary,	 and	Ozubko	 (2010)	 termed	 the	
production effect which is “the fact that producing a word aloud during 
study,	relative	to	simply	reading	a	word	silently,	improves	explicit	mem-
ory”	(MacLeod	et	al.,	2010,	p.	671).	In	a	series	of	studies	with	adults	
built	on	previous	 findings	 (Conway	&	Gathercole,	1987;	Gathercole	
&	Conway,	1988;	Hopkins	&	Edwards,	1972),	MacLeod	et	al.	 (2010)	
found	 that	 words	 read	 aloud	 or	 mouthed	 silently	 were	 recognized	
better than words which were read silently. This is accounted for by 
appealing to distinctiveness, where “the act of speaking those words 
aloud is encoded and later recovery of this information can be used 
to	infer	that	those	words	were	studied”	(Ozubko,	Major,	&	MacLeod,	
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2014,	p.	509).	Since	their	initial	study	in	2010,	multiple	studies	have	
reported similar findings with adults in behavioral research (Fawcett, 
2013;	 Kaushanskaya	 &	 Yoo,	 2011;	 Mama	 &	 Icht,	 2016;	 MacLeod,	
2011;	Ozubko	&	MacLeod,	2010;	Zamuner,	Morin-	Lessard,	Strahm,	&	
Page,	2016,	among	others)	and	neurophysiological	research	(Mathias,	
Palmer,	Perrin,	&	Tillmann,	2015).	The	production	effect	is	strongest	
in	within-	subject	designs	(Fawcett,	2013),	and	there	are	studies	show-
ing	no	effect	of	production	 in	between-	subjects	designs	 (e.g.,	Abbs,	
Gupta,	&	Khetarpal,	2008).

In addition to appealing to distinctiveness, researchers have 
suggested that production strengthens or enriches representations. 
Zamuner	et	al.	(2016)	suggest	that	production	includes	additional	ar-
ticulatory phonetic information, leading to faster word recognition. 
This account is consistent with a variety of models that incorporate 
articulatory	representations	and/or	sensory-	motor	components,	such	
as	exemplar	theories	(Goldinger,	1998;	Pierrehumbert,	2003;	Sosa	&	
Bybee,	2008)	and	more	recent	neurocognitive	models	of	speech	pro-
duction	 (Dell,	 Schwartz,	Nozari,	 Faseyitan,	&	Coslett,	 2013;	Hickok,	
2012).	The	findings	are	also	consistent	with	models	that	relate	Hebb	
repetition	 learning	to	word	 learning	 (Gupta	&	Tisdale,	2009;	Page	&	
Norris,	 2009).	 Producing	 an	 item	during	 learning	may	 create	 a	bidi-
rectional link between production and comprehension, resulting in 
improved recognition for items produced over items heard during 
training. Production effects have also been accounted for by the pho-
nological	 loop,	 a	 component	 of	 Baddeley	 and	Hitch’s	 (1974)	model	
of working memory that supports the processing of phonological 
material	and	word	learning	(Baddeley,	Gathercole,	&	Papagno,	1998;	
Gathercole,	2006;	Gathercole,	Pickering,	Ambridge,	&	Wearing,	2004).	
The phonological loop has two parts: a phonological store (storing se-
quences	of	speech	sounds)	and	an	articulatory	rehearsal	component	
(repeating	or	looping	material	to	maintain	it	in	memory).	Overt	vocal	
rehearsal	is	hypothesized	to	create	stronger	links	with	long-	term	pho-
nological	knowledge,	leading	to	better	learning	(Gathercole	&	Conway,	
1988;	Kaushanskaya	&	Yoo,	2011).

To date, only one study has looked at the production effect with 
children using a similar design as in the adult literature (Icht & Mama, 
2015).	In	their	first	experiment,	5-	year-	old	Hebrew-	speaking	children	
had the highest recall rates for familiar words that were produced 
during	 training	 (look	 and	 say),	 followed	 by	 words	 that	 were	 heard	
(look	 and	 listen—produced	 by	 the	 experimenter),	 followed	 by	 silent	
observation	(look).	In	a	follow-	up	study,	they	extended	their	findings	
to	unfamiliar	words.	Unfamiliar	was	defined	as	words	not	in	children’s	
expressive	vocabulary,	for	example,	anchor,	manger,	cuff,	pestle,	and	
razor.	The	training	phase	had	two	conditions:	look-	and-	say	and	look-	
and-	listen.	In	a	four-	alternative	forced-	choice	test,	5-	year-	old	children	
saw the target, a distractor learned through the same condition as the 
target, a distractor learned through the other condition, and a distrac-
tor	not	present	in	the	training	phase.	The	experimenter	produced	the	
target word and children were asked to point to the appropriate image. 
Children	recognized	more	words	that	were	produced	than	heard	during	
training. These findings were accounted for by appealing to distinc-
tiveness	and	the	number	of	unique	processes	in	which	the	words	were	
encoded. They argued that there was an advantage for produced items 

(look	and	say)	because	their	encoding	involved	three	processes:	visual,	
“articulation	 (the	execution	of	a	motor	action)	and	audition	 (hearing	
the	word)”	(Icht	&	Mama,	2015,	p.	1103),	whereas	the	other	conditions	
(look	and	listen,	look)	had	fewer	encoding	processes.

Yet	production	does	not	always	lead	to	improved	recall	and	recog-
nition	of	items.	A	handful	of	studies	with	adults	have	reported	that	in	
certain circumstances, the production effect can be attenuated or re-
versed	(Cho	&	Feldman,	2013,	2016;	Dahlen	&	Caldwell-	Harris,	2013;	
Kaushanskaya	&	Yoo,	2011;	Zamuner,	Strahm,	Morin-	Lessard,	&	Page,	
submitted).	When	 trained	on	 novel	words	with	 native	 phonemes	 in	
either	an	overt	vocal	training	condition	or	a	subvocal	(silent	rehearsal)	
training condition, adults showed better recall and recognition in the 
overt production condition. However, this effect was reversed when 
the	 novel	 words	 contained	 non-	native	 phonemes	 (Kaushanskaya	 &	
Yoo,	2011).	Similarly,	when	adults	in	Zamuner	et	al.	(submitted)	were	
trained on novel words with high phonotactic probabilities, a produc-
tion advantage was found in recall. But when the novel words com-
prised low phonotactic probabilities, the effect was attenuated and 
there	was	no	production	advantage	in	recall.	Baese-	Berk	and	Samuel	
(2016)	 found	 that	 production	 disrupted	 adults’	 learning	 of	 a	 novel	
fricative contrast compared to a heard condition. In Kaushanskaya 
and	Yoo	(2011)	and	Baese-	Berk	and	Samuel	(2016),	adults	did	not	al-
ways	produce	target-	like	productions	when	they	repeated	the	stimuli	
aloud. Therefore, part of the decreased learning in the overt produc-
tion condition may have stemmed from the mismatch between the 
auditory	 target	and	participants’	non-	target-	like	productions.	Stimuli	
with	non-	native	phonemes	and	with	 infrequent	sound	patterns	may	
also	 require	more	processing	 resources	 than	stimuli	with	native	and	
frequent	 sound	 patterns.	 Interestingly,	 Baese-	Berk	 and	 Samuel	 also	
found a reduction in learning of a novel fricative contrast when the 
production system was engaged in another task—participants named 
letters	on	the	screen	during	training.	Baese-	Berk	and	Samuel	suggest	
that part of the disruption in learning may also stem from “cognitive 
mechanisms	such	as	 selective	attention	and	 task	 switching”	 (Baese-	
Berk	&	Samuel,	2016,	p.	31).

Together, these studies lead to the important observation that the 
direction and/or strength of the production effect may depend on the 
stimuli	and	the	difficulty	of	the	task	(Zamuner,	Yeung,	&	Ducos,	2017).	
Perceptual salience, task demands, and the developmental stage of 
the learner are modeled in the PRIMIR framework (Processing Rich 
Information from Multidimensional Interactive Representations; 
Curtin	et	al.,	2011;	Werker	&	Curtin,	2005).	In	PRIMIR,	task	demands	
interact with the developmental level of the learner with respect to 
what	representations	are	accessed	and	processed.	(Also	see	research	
on	lexical	input	processing	that	considers	how	attention	and	process-
ing resources are allocated during second language learning, summa-
rized	 in	Barcroft,	2015.)	While	PRIMIR	 is	a	model	of	developmental	
speech	perception,	emerging	speech	production	skills	can	be	extended	
within their model. When a child is completing a difficult task, such as 
producing new words, the mapping between the form and the referent 
may be disrupted. Potential tasks effects are relevant to the current 
studies, because rather than looking at the effects of production on 
longitudinal and spontaneous corpora (e.g., Maekawa & Storkl, 2006; 
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Vihman	et	al.,	1985;	Zamuner	&	Thiessen,	in	press),	we	experimentally	
manipulate	children’s	production	(or	not)	of	new	words.

1.3 | The current research

To this point, we have discussed effects of production on language 
learning, yet learning can be defined and measured in numerous ways, 
and	 it	 is	an	open	question	as	to	how	production	may	 impact	differ-
ent	levels	of	representations	and	processing,	in	both	short-	term	and	
long-	term	 learning.	 In	 addition,	 it	 is	 important	 to	 keep	 in	mind	 that	
the impact of production may vary across development, with different 
effects of production for a child who is just learning how to speak, 
compared to an older child who is proficient in comprehending and 
producing	language.	The	goal	of	this	research	was	to	examine	whether	
production	affects	lexical	acquisition,	as	measured	by	novel	word	rec-
ognition. Many of the previous methodologies used with adults are not 
suitable for young children, especially tasks that involve reading. We 
designed	an	experiment	in	which	participants	were	trained	on	a	set	of	
auditory presented novel words with their visual referents. While our 
long-	term	goal	is	to	develop	a	methodology	that	is	suitable	to	test	the	
effects	of	production	with	toddlers,	our	initial	research	is	with	4.5-		to	
6-	year-	old	children.	This	allows	us	to	establish	a	working	methodology	
and enables us to compare the effect of production to a similar aged 
group	of	children	already	studied	by	Icht	and	Mama	(2015).	During	a	
brief training phase, children were taught novel words and asked to 
either repeat the novel words or to be silent. Immediately after train-
ing, children were tested on their recognition of the novel words using 
a preferential looking paradigm. This same task was used in a study 
with	adult	participants	(Zamuner	et	al.,	2016),	who	showed	better	rec-
ognition for novel words produced over those heard during training. 
We	predicted	that	if	production	enhances	children’s	learning	in	a	simi-
lar	way,	that	the	same	effect	would	be	found.	Children’s	recognition	
accuracy would be higher for the novel words that were produced 
compared to those heard during training. However, if the task was 
challenging for children, as modelled in developmental frameworks 
(Curtin	et	al.,	2011;	Vihman	et	al.,	2014;	Werker	&	Curtin,	2005),	we	
predicted that the production effect would be attenuated or reversed.

2  | EXPERIMENT 1

2.1 | Method

2.1.1 | Participants

Participants	were	16	English-	speaking	children	(12	males,	4	females),	
between	 the	ages	of	4.5	and	6	years	 (M	=	5;5,	 range	=	4;5	 to	6;8).	
Participants	were	required	to	be	English	dominant,	with	no	more	than	
25%	exposure	to	another	language.	Language	background	and	expo-
sure	 was	 determined	 by	 parental	 language	 questionnaire.	 Children	
were	 reported	having	exposure	 to	 a	 variety	of	 languages,	 the	most	
common	was	French,	but	some	reported	exposure	to	Chinese,	Italian,	
Dutch,	Arabic	or	German.	All	children	were	also	reported	to	have	nor-
mal hearing, normal vision, and no history of language impairment. We 

used	a	questionnaire	rather	than	standardized	tests	because	of	time	
constraints inherent to one of our testing locations. Children were 
tested	in	one	session,	at	a	university	campus	or	 in	a	museum-	based	
lab—the	 latter	of	which	were	 limited	 to	15-	minute	 sessions.	Eleven	
additional participants were tested but not included in the analysis 
because	 they	had	no	video	 for	off-	line	 coding	 (2),	 had	no	data	 in	 a	
condition	 (1),	 or	had	an	error	on	one	or	more	of	 the	 training	 trials:	
produced	a	heard	item	(7),	mispronounced	a	target	word	(1).

2.1.2 | Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of two sets of four CVC novel words: Set 1 
/wɪs,	 zɛl,	 ɡʌb,	 miɡ/,	 Set	 2	 /nɪs,	 kɛl,	 fʌb,	 jiɡ/.	 Participants	 were	
tested either on Set 1 or Set 2, with counterbalancing: List 1: Heard 
/wɪs,	zɛl/,	Produced	/ɡʌb,	miɡ/,	List	2:	Heard	/ɡʌb,	miɡ/,	Produced	 
/wɪs,	zɛl/,	List	3:	Heard	/nɪs,	kɛl/,	Produced	/fʌb,	jiɡ/,	List	4:	Heard	 
/fʌb,	jiɡ/,	Produced	/nɪs,	kɛl/.	All	stimuli	were	pre-	recorded	by	a	na-
tive	speaker	of	English,	and	normalized	for	amplitude	(70	dB).	Stimuli	
were not controlled for their phonotactic probabilities, given the need 
to	have	novel	words	with	as	many	unique	consonants	and	vowels	as	
possible, to avoid overlap between the items. However, the final set 
of stimuli were later checked to ensure that the novel words did not 
comprise	low	frequency	sound	patterns.	This	was	done	based	on	the	
standards	in	the	field	of	calculating	the	stimuli’s	segmental	positional	
frequencies	 (frequency	 of	 occurrence	 for	 individual	 consonants	
and	vowels)	 and	biphone	 frequencies	 (frequency	of	 co-	occurrence	
for	 consonant-	vowel	 and	vowel-	consonant).	The	calculations	were	
based	on	a	corpus	of	child	speech	(Storkel	&	Hoover,	2010),	and	are	
provided	in	supplementary	materials	in	Storkel	(2013).	The	stimuli’s	
characteristics were as follows: positional segmental sum, M	=	0.15,	
SD	=	0.05;	biphone	sum,	M	=	0.0075,	SD	=	0.005.	These	numbers	
are	higher	than	averages	for	all	English	CVC	non-	words	(see	Table	1,	

TABLE  1 Experiment	1	GCA	results.	Empirical	logit	GCA	for	the	
effect	of	Training	on	looking	data	for	a	window	of	analysis	200–1500	
ms after the target novel word onset. The values in each cell 
represent parameter estimates

Predictor Estimate SE  t  p

Intercept 1.52  0.31 4.85 <.001

Training 
(produced vs. 
heard)

−1.04 0.47 −2.23 .03

Linear term 2.23 0.76 2.93 .003

Quadratic term −0.66 0.80 −0.82 .41

Training * Linear 
term

0.14 0.84 0.16 .87

Training * 
Quadratic term

0.54 0.84 0.64 .52

Note. SE	=	standard	error.	GCA	structure	in	R:	lmer(elog	~	Training	*	(Linear	
+	Quadratic)	 +	 (1	+	Training	+	 Linear	 +	Quadratic	 |	 Participants).	p = p-	
values,	calculated	in	R	using	a	normal	approximation,	based	on	the	assump-
tion that the t-	distribution	converges	to	the	z-	distribution.
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Storkel,	 2013).	 The	 stimuli	 also	 fall	within	 the	mid-	high	 to	highest	
phonotactic	probability	quartiles	reported	for	the	stimuli	in	Storkel,	
Bontempo,	 Aschenbrenner,	Maekawa,	 and	 Lee	 (2013).	 The	 neigh-
borhood density of the stimuli was also calculated based on the same 
corpus and were as follows: range = 1 to 16, M	 =	7.5,	SD = 4.92. 
The neighborhood density of the items was spread across the range 
of	low	to	highest	neighbourhood	density	quartiles	reported	for	the	
stimuli	 in	 Storkel	 et	al.	 (2013).	 The	visual	 stimuli	 consisted	of	 four	
nonce	animals	(Ohala,	1999).	Training	condition	and	image	associa-
tion of novel words were counterbalanced across four lists.

2.1.3 | Design

The design was a shorter version of an adult study by Zamuner et al. 
(2016).	Participants	first	completed	a	practice	study	which	familiarized	
children to the task. The practice study had the same structure as the 
experiment,	but	with	fewer	trials	(six	practice,	six	test)	and	with	famil-
iar	words	(e.g.,	banana,	apple).	The	practice	study	was	followed	by	the	
experiment,	which	consisted	of	eight	training	trials,	followed	by	eight	
test	trials	(Figure	1).	During	training,	two	novel	words	were	assigned	
to the produced condition (two training trials for each novel word = 
4	trials)	and	two	novel	words	were	assigned	to	the	heard	condition	
(two	training	trials	for	each	novel	word	=	4	trials).	Participants	heard	
an auditory token of a novel word with the corresponding nonce 
animal	 image.	After	 2000	ms,	 a	 prompt	 image	 appeared	 below	 the	
nonce animal. If the picture was a finger pointing towards the par-
ticipant, they were instructed to repeat the novel words. If the pic-
ture was of a woman gesturing “shh” with her finger over her lips, 

they were instructed to remain silent, and a second presentation of 
the	same	audio	token	was	presented	500	ms	after	the	prompt	image.	
This meant that participants did not know whether the novel word 
was to be produced or heard until after the prompt image appeared 
on	the	screen.	This	design	also	provided	a	control	for	frequency	dur-
ing	training	because	production	increases	an	item’s	frequency	(Abbs	
et	al.,	 2008;	Hopkins	&	 Edwards,	 1972):	 produced	 items	were	 pre-
sented twice during training (once from the computer and once by the 
participants),	and	heard	items	were	also	presented	twice	(two	times	
by	the	computer).	A	similar	control	for	the	frequency	of	presentation	
was also done in two studies with adults (Zamuner et al., submitted; 
Zamuner	 et	al.,	 2016),	 and	 in	 a	 study	with	 5-	year-	olds	 by	 Icht	 and	
Mama	(2015)	which	used	a	live	experimenter,	and	on	heard	trials	the	
items	were	produced	twice	by	the	experimenter.

At	test,	two	images	were	presented	for	2000	ms	in	silence,	then	
a target novel word was named (the same audio token as used during 
training).	Then	1500	ms	 later,	participants	heard	“Do	you	see	 it?”	or	
“Do	you	like	it?”	to	maintain	their	attention	to	the	screen.	Trials	were	
separated with a blank screen for 2000 ms. Images were paired so that 
both were produced or both heard during training. This was to avoid 
the	 possibility	 that	 a	 participant	might	 recognize	 an	 item	 from	 one	
condition more because it was more salient relative to the other con-
dition.	Each	novel	word	was	used	as	the	target	twice	(eight	test	trials)	
and counterbalanced for which side of the screen the target appeared 
on	(left	or	right).	Images	were	horizontally	centered,	spaced	420	pixels	
apart	and	sized	400	×	400	pixels.	An	Eyelink	1000	Remote	eyetracker	
tracked	 the	 eye	 gaze	 of	 participants	 using	monocular	 tracking.	 The	
eyetracker	has	a	sampling	rate	of	500	Hz	(SR	Research,	Ottawa),	and	

F IGURE  1 Time course of heard and 
produced training and test trials
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was	mounted	on	a	17-	inch	monitor	displaying	the	stimuli.	Experiment	
Builder software was used for data collection.

2.1.4 | Procedure

Children	were	 individually	 tested	 in	 a	 sound-	attenuated	 booth	 at	 a	
university campus or on the same eyetracker that was transported to 
use	 in	a	 sound-	attenuated	 room	at	a	 local	museum.	The	eyetracker	
was	 calibrated	using	 a	 5-	point	 grid	 arranged	 in	 a	 “plus	 sign”	 shape,	
using	a	bird’s	face.	Drift	correction	was	performed	between	every	test	
trial	in	the	form	of	a	central	fixation	image	to	account	for	shifts	in	eye	
position.	In	addition	to	the	eyetracking	data,	the	experiment	was	re-
corded	with	an	external	video	camera	to	allow	for	coding	of	potential	
mistakes during the training trials. These training phase videos were 
coded	off-	line	 for	 the	 type	of	 response	 (produced	or	 heard).	 There	
were only two novel words for each condition; therefore, if a child 
made a mistake during training such as producing a novel word in the 
heard condition, that incorrectly trained novel word would be either 
a target or a distractor for the heard condition at test. Seven partici-
pants	were	excluded	for	producing	a	heard	item	during	training.	The	
training trials were also transcribed by a researcher trained in phonet-
ics, and coded for the accuracy of the produced response (correctly 
pronounced	or	 incorrectly	pronounced),	 for	example	/zɛl/	produced	
as	/tzɛl/.	One	participant	was	excluded	 for	making	a	mispronuncia-
tion error during training (note that a subset of the seven participants 
that	were	excluded	for	producing	items	on	heard	trials	also	made	mis-
pronunciation	errors).	Participants	were	tested	in	one	session,	lasting	
approximately	10	min.

2.1.5 | Analyses

Areas	of	interest	around	the	images	were	created	using	the	Experiment	
Builder	software,	and	were	the	same	size	as	the	 images,	400	×	400	
pixels.	All	looking	outside	of	these	areas	was	excluded	from	the	analy-
ses. For each trial, the proportion of looking to the target image (vs. 

the	distractor)	was	split	into	100	ms	time	bins.	The	window	of	analysis	
started 200 ms after the beginning of the target, accounting for the 
time it takes to initiate eye movements (Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993; 
Salverda,	Kleinschmidt,	&	Tanenhaus,	2014).	Note	that	in	studies	with	
children, analyses can also begin 300 ms after the target, due to longer 
latencies	in	children’s	eye	movements	(Buckler	&	Fikkert,	2016;	also	
see	Swingley	&	Aslin,	2000,	for	a	discussion	of	latencies).	All	analyses	
presented below were also done starting at 300 ms after word onset, 
with	the	same	results.	Children’s	fixation	to	the	target	peaked	at	1500	
ms after target word onset. This resulted in a window of analysis from 
200	to	1500	ms,	with	14	time	bins	in	total.	Participants’	proportional	
looking	 to	 the	 target	 was	 analyzed	 using	 a	 growth	 curve	 analysis	
(GCA)	performed	 in	R	 (R	Core	Team)	using	the	 lmer()	 function	from	
the	lmer4	package	(version	1.1-	7;	Bates,	Maechler,	Bolker,	&	Walker,	
2014).	GCA	is	a	multilevel	regression	method	allowing	for	the	assess-
ment	of	both	the	differences	in	time-	spent-	looking	and	in	the	steep-
ness	of	a	looking	curve	that	is	taken	to	indicate	lexical	access	(Mirman,	
Dixon,	&	Magnuson,	2008).	The	empirical	logit	was	calculated	for	each	
time	bin	as	an	approximation	to	log	odds	(Barr,	2008).

2.2 | Results

2.2.1 | Training trials

Analyses	 first	 compared	 total	 looking	 during	 the	 different	 training	
conditions to assess whether children looked longer on the produced 
or	heard	training	trials.	A	two-	tailed	paired-	samples	t test revealed no 
statistically significant difference in the mean total looking time on 
produced training trials (M	=	1359	ms)	versus	heard	training	trials	(M = 
1416	ms),	t(15)	=	0.43,	p	>	.05.	There	was	also	no	statistically	signifi-
cant difference in looking times after the appearance of the prompt 
images for produced training trials (M	=	679	ms)	versus	heard	training	
trials (M	=	708	ms),	t(15)	=	0.80,	p	>	.05.	These	analyses	rule	out	total	
looking	 time	during	 training	 as	 a	 potential	 influence	 in	 participants’	
looking to targets on produced and heard test trials.

F IGURE  2 Experiment	1	proportion	of	looking	graph	and	model	predictions.	(Left)	Time	course	of	proportion	of	looking	to	the	target	starting	
after	non-	word	onset	for	novel	word	from	produced	and	heard	training	conditions.	The	horizontal	dotted	line	corresponds	to	chance	(0.50),	
the vertical line throughout each point represents the standard error of the mean, and the dotted vertical lines indicate the window of analysis. 
(Right)	Model	predictions	for	Training	for	200–1500	ms	window	of	analysis	based	on	proportions	of	looking	to	target.	Points	show	actual	values
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2.2.2 | Test trials

Figure 2 provides the proportion of looks to the target as a function of 
time	in	the	two	conditions,	spanning	from	word	onset	(0	ms)	to	2	secs	
afterwards.	The	model	contained	Training	(produced,	heard,	a	within-	
subjects	 variable)	 as	 the	main	 predictor,	which	was	 deviation-	coded.	
The model also included main effects of Training and Time (modeled 
with	second-	order	orthogonal	polynomials)	and	a	Training	⁄	Time	inter-
action.	Random	by-	participants	effects	were	included	for	the	intercepts	
and	random	slopes	on	the	time	terms	(linear	and	quadratic).	See	Table	1	
for the full model. There was a statistically significant effect of training 
(produced,	heard)	overall	(Estimate	=	−1.04,	SE	=	0.47,	p	=	.03),	but	no	
statistically	significant	effect	of	training	on	the	linear	term	(Estimate	=	
0.14, SE = 0.84, p	=	.87)	or	quadratic	term	(Estimate	=	0.54,	SE = 0.84, 
p	=	.52).	This	indicates	that	there	was	more	looking	to	targets	on	heard	
versus produced trials, but there was no statistically significant differ-
ence in the slope or shape of the looking curves between the condi-
tions (Figure 2).1 We then compared participants looking to the target 
compared	to	a	chance	level	of	50%	fixation	to	one	of	the	two	images,	
at	each	100	ms	time	bin	across	the	200	to	1500	ms	window	after	tar-
get word onset. Looking to the target on the heard trials differed from 
chance starting 600 ms after the target word onset, and the greater 
looking	compared	to	chance	extended	throughout	the	rest	of	the	win-
dow	 (based	on	sliding	 two-	tailed	 t tests with an alpha adjustment to 
.0036	based	on	14	multiple	comparisons,	one	for	each	time	bin),	reach-
ing	the	maximum	of	76%	looking	to	heard	targets.	In	contrast,	looking	
to the target on the produced trials was only statistically significantly 
different	at	1500	ms	after	the	target	word	onset	(alpha	level	.0036),	and	
the	maximum	looking	to	produced	targets	was	71%.

2.3 | Discussion

In	Experiment	1,	 children	 successfully	mapped	novel	words	 in	both	
the produced and heard training condition, as indicated by greater 
looking to the target compared to chance at test. Overall, children also 
looked more to targets in the heard condition, suggesting that children 
learned the novel words better in the heard than in the produced con-
dition. However, the slope and the shape of the looking curves were 
not different in the two conditions. Differences in the overall looking 
to	heard	targets	at	test	could	not	be	attributed	to	differences	in	ex-
posure	during	training,	as	children	looked	equally	long	to	the	screen	
during produced and heard training trials.

Our	results	were	unexpected	given	the	majority	of	studies	in	the	
literature	 that	 report	 a	 benefit	 for	 production.	 Especially	 given	 that	
when	 the	 same	 experiment	was	 run	with	 adults,	 a	 recognition	 ad-
vantage was found for the novel words that are produced over heard 
during	training	(Zamuner	et	al.,	2016).	Despite	this,	our	findings	are	in	
line with a subset of studies that have found that the production effect 
can be attenuated or reversed, depending on the linguistic characteris-
tics of the stimuli and potentially the difficulty of the task. The reversal 
of	 the	 production	 effect	 in	 our	 study	 cannot	 be	 attributed	 to	 non-	
native	or	infrequent	sound	patterns	of	the	stimuli	because	the	novel	
words	 in	Experiment	1	were	all	phonotactically	 legal,	and	fell	within	

the	mid-	to-	high	 phonotactic	 probability	 ranges	 for	 children	 (Storkel	
et	al.,	 2013).	Moreover,	 disruptions	 in	 learning	were	 not	 caused	 by	
mismatches	 between	 the	 auditory	 target	 and	 children’s	 non-	target	
productions because all of the stimuli were correctly produced by the 
children	included	in	the	analyses.	Another	possibility	is	that	differences	
in the variability of the training stimuli might have led to differences in 
mapping. In the produced condition, items were presented once by the 
computer	and	then	once	through	children’s	own	productions,	whereas	
heard items were presented twice by the computer. This cannot fully 
explain	the	direction	of	the	effect	though	because	the	classic	produc-
tion	effect	was	found	when	the	same	experiment	was	run	with	adult	
participants	 (Zamuner	et	al.,	2016).	However,	 the	 issue	of	variability	
could be addressed in future research by manipulating the amount of 
variability presented to participants in the different conditions.

We propose that the reversal of the production effect more likely 
stems from the difficulty of the task, from multiple sources. The com-
plexity	of	our	task	might	partly	stem	from	the	use	of	novel	words	and	
nonce referents, both of which have been shown to increase the pro-
cessing	 load	 in	word	recognition	tasks	 in	studies	with	14-	month-	old	
infants	(Fennell,	2012;	Fennell	&	Werker,	2003).	While	Icht	and	Mama	
(2015)	found	a	benefit	 in	recognition	for	produced	items	over	heard	
items	with	low	frequency	nouns,	they	defined	low	frequency	as	words	
not	likely	to	be	found	in	children’s	expressive	vocabulary	(e.g.,	anchor,	
manger,	cuff,	pestle,	razor).	As	such,	children	likely	had	some	receptive	
knowledge	 of	 the	 infrequent	word	 forms	 and	 their	 visual	 referents.	
The	 complexity	 of	 our	 task	might	 also	 stem	 from	 our	 visual	 stimuli	
which	consisted	of	all	nonce	animals.	Even	though	our	nonce	animals	
were	chosen	to	be	maximally	distinct	in	terms	of	color	and	features,	all	
our items were animate, and consisted of transposing and mismatch-
ing	existing	features	from	animals,	such	as	the	body	of	a	fish	morphed	
onto	a	head	with	 antlers.	Another	possibility	 is	 that	 task	difficulties	
stemmed	 from	a	combination	of	 intermixing	of	produced	and	heard	
training trials, where the appropriate response for participants was not 
indicated	until	the	response	prompt	appeared.	While	the	intermixing	
of produced and heard training trials was also a feature of Icht and 
Mama’s	study,	the	appropriate	response	cue	for	children	was	indicated	
throughout the trials.

We identified a number of possible sources which may have made 
our	task	cognitively	demanding.	In	Experiment	2,	we	sought	to	deter-
mine whether children would show a different pattern of learning during 
produced and heard training trials if the task was simplified. The predic-
tions	for	Experiment	2	were	in	line	with	those	made	for	Experiment	1.	If	
production	enhances	the	representations	that	children	have	for	newly-	
learned words, their recognition should be improved for novel words 
that were produced rather than heard during training, but if production 
makes	the	recognition	task	too	challenging	for	children,	the	expected	
production effect should be diminished or reversed.

3  | EXPERIMENT 2

As	in	Experiment	1,	children	 in	Experiment	2	were	trained	on	novel	
words that were produced or heard during training, and at test their 
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learning was assessed using a recognition task. The design was the 
same	as	 in	Experiment	1;	however,	 the	different	training	conditions	
were	blocked	rather	than	combined.	It	was	expected	that	this	would	
simplify the task because participants would not need to switch be-
tween	produced	and	heard	trials	during	training.	In	Experiment	1,	par-
ticipants	learned	four	novel	words	(two	from	each	training	condition).	
A	decision	was	made	to	increase	this	number	to	eight	novel	words	in	
Experiment	2	 (four	 from	each	 training	 condition)	 to	 avoid	potential	
ceiling effects resulting from children having to learn only two novel 
words in each blocked training condition. Lastly, an additional recall 
task was added to assess whether the production effect would be 
found when children had to recall the novel words, compared to the 
recognition task.

3.1 | Method

3.1.1 | Participants

Participants	were	16	English-	speaking	children	(12	males,	4	females),	
between	 the	 ages	 of	 5	 and	 6	 years	 (M	 =	 5;11,	 range	 5;2	 to	 6;8).	
Participants	were	 required	 to	 be	 English	 dominant,	 and	 to	 have	 no	
more	 than	25%	exposure	 to	 another	 language	 (French).	 Eight	 addi-
tional participants were tested but not included in the analysis due to 
failing	to	complete	the	experiment	(2),	equipment	error	(1),	no	data	in	
a	condition	(1)	or	had	an	error	on	one	or	more	of	the	training	trials:	
produced	a	heard	 item	(2),	did	not	produce	a	produced	 item	(2).	All	
children had normal hearing, normal vision, and no history of language 
impairment,	as	determined	by	parental	questionnaire.

3.1.2 | Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of two sets of eight CVC novel words: Set 1 
/wɪs,	zɛl,	ɡʌb,	miɡ,	vup,	rem,	dæs,	bos/,	Set	2	/nɪs,	kɛl,	fʌb,	jiɡ,	tup,	
pem,	hæs,	los/.	The	stimuli	were	counterbalanced	for	training	con-
dition:	List	1:	Heard	/wɪs,	zɛl,	vup,	bos/,	Produced	/ɡʌb,	miɡ,	 rem,	
dæs/,	List	2:	Heard	/ɡʌb,	miɡ,	 rem,	dæs/,	Produced	/wɪs,	zɛl,	vup,	
bos/,	List	3:	Heard	/nɪs,	kɛl,	tup,	los/,	Produced	/fʌb,	jiɡ,	pem,	hæs/,	
List	4:	Heard	/fʌb,	jiɡ,	pem,	hæs/,	Produced	/nɪs,	kɛl,	tup,	los/.	The	
stimuli’s	characteristics	were	as	follows:	positional	segmental	sum,	
M = 0.14, SD	=	0.05;	biphone	sum,	M	=	0.0075,	SD	=	0.005.	These	
numbers are higher than the averages based on the Child Corpus 
(see	Table	1,	Storkel,	2013),	and	fall	within	the	mid-	high	to	highest	
phonotactic	 probability	 quartiles	 reported	 in	 Storkel	 et	al.	 (2013).	
The neighborhood density of the items was as follows: range = 1 
to 19, M = 19.06, SD	=	5.42.	The	range	of	the	items’	neighborhood	
densities	was	 spread	 across	 the	 range	 of	 low	 to	 highest	 quartiles	
reported for the stimuli in Storkel et al.

3.1.3 | Design

The	 design	was	 the	 same	 as	 in	 Experiment	 1,	 and	 only	 the	 differ-
ences	will	be	outlined	here.	In	Experiment	2,	the	two	training	condi-
tions	were	blocked	rather	than	intermixed.	The	order	of	the	training	

condition blocks was counterbalanced. Before each block, partici-
pants first completed a practice block that had the same structure as 
the produced or heard block, but with fewer trials and with familiar 
words.	 During	 the	 experimental	 blocks,	 children	 were	 taught	 four	
novel words, followed by the corresponding test trials.

3.1.4 | Procedure

The	procedure	was	the	same	as	 in	Experiment	1.	 In	addition,	at	the	
end of the study, participants also performed a recall task, and were 
asked	“Do	you	remember	any	of	the	names	of	the	animals?”	This	was	
to	look	at	the	effect	of	produced	versus	heard	training	on	participants’	
recall,	and	to	compare	children’s	performance	on	a	 recognition	task	
versus recall task.

3.1.5 | Analyses

These	were	the	same	as	in	Experiment	1.

3.2 | Results

3.2.1 | Training trials

There were no differences in overall looking during training between 
the produced training trials (M	=	1402	ms)	and	heard	 training	 trials	
(M	=	1323	ms),	t(15)	=	−0.37,	p	>	.05.	There	was	also	no	statistically	
significant difference in looking times after the appearance of the 
prompt image between produced training trials (M	 =	 716	 ms)	 and	
heard training trials (M	=	697	ms),	t(15)	=	−0.16,	p	>	.05.

3.2.2 | Test trials

Children’s	 looking	to	the	target	was	analyzed	using	a	GCA,	with	the	
same	 time	 window	 of	 200–1500	 ms	 after	 novel	 word	 onset.	 See	
Table 2 for the full model. While there was more looking to targets 
on heard versus produced trials, there was no statistically significant 
effect	of	Training	 (produced,	heard)	overall	 (Estimate	=	−0.82,	SE = 
0.49, p	=	 .10).	There	was	a	 statistically	 significant	effect	of	 training	
on	the	linear	term	(Estimate	=	−1.88,	SE = 0.66, p	=	.004),	but	not	on	
the	quadratic	term	(Estimate	=	−0.22,	SE	=	0.65,	p	=	.74).	Thus,	there	
was a difference in the slope, but not the shape of the looking curves 
between	the	two	conditions	(Figure	3).	The	slope	of	heard	targets	was	
steeper than that for produced targets, indicating faster looking to 
the target in the heard condition.2 Looking to the target on the heard 
trials	differed	from	chance	(50%	fixation	to	the	target	image)	starting	
1100 ms after target word onset, and the greater looking compared 
to	chance	extended	throughout	the	rest	of	the	window	(based	on	slid-
ing	two-	tailed	t tests with an alpha adjustment to .0036 based on 14 
multiple	comparisons,	one	for	each	time	bin),	 reaching	83%	fixation	
to	heard	targets.	This	is	later	than	in	Experiment	1	where	looking	to	
heard targets was statistically different from chance starting at 600 
ms	 and	 peaked	 at	 76%	 looking	 to	 heard	 targets.	 For	 the	 produced	
trials, looking to targets was not statistically significant different from 
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chance	starting	(alpha	level	.0036),	and	reached	67%	looking	to	target.	
(Some time periods approached significance; e.g., at 1200 ms the p-	
value	was	.013.)	This	is	partially	similar	to	Experiment	1,	where	look-
ing	to	produced	targets	was	statistically	different	only	1500	ms	after	
target	word	onset	and	where	 the	maximal	 looking	 to	produced	 tar-
gets	was	71%.	A	final	GCA	analyses	was	done	to	compare	the	results	
from	Experiment	1	and	Experiment	2,	using	the	same	frame	of	200	to	
1500	ms	after	non-	word	onset.	Fixations	to	target	was	modeled	in	the	
same way as in the previous analysis, with an additional variable of 
Experiment.	The	intercept	was	significant	(Estimate	=	1.43,	SE = 0.24, 
p	 <	 .001),	 and	 there	was	 a	 significant	 effect	 of	 Training	 (produced,	
heard)	overall	 (Estimate	=	−0.93,	SE = 0.34, p	=	 .007),	and	a	signifi-
cant	overall	effect	of	training	on	the	linear	term	(Estimate	=	2.48,	SE = 
0.47,	p	<	.001).	There	was	no	significant	overall	effect	of	Experiment	
(Experiment	1,	Experiment	2)	(Estimate	=	−0.18,	SE = 0.49, p	=	.72).

After	 both	 blocks	were	 completed,	 children	were	 asked	 if	 they	
remembered the names for any of the animals. Two children were 
not asked because they were no longer interested in participating in 
the	 task.	Coding	of	 children’s	 recalled	 items	was	done	 in	 two	ways.	
First, responses were coded based on whether the initial consonant 
and	final	consonant	matched	target	items,	ignoring	the	quality	of	the	
vowel.	If	a	child	recalled	/mʌg/,	it	could	be	considered	as	a	match	to	
either	/miɡ/	or	/ɡʌb/,	but	in	this	analysis	it	was	coded	as	match	for	/
miɡ/	because	of	the	overlap	in	both	the	initial	and	final	consonant.	A	
two-	tailed	t test on the number of produced and heard items indicated 
a statistically significant difference, with greater recall for heard items 
(M	 =	1.07,	SD	 =	1.0)	 compared	 to	produced	 items	 (M = 0.21, SD = 
0.58),	t(13)	=	−2.78,	p = .01, d = 1.16. The second analyses only consid-
ered correctly recalled items, where all the consonants and vowels had 
to be correctly recalled for a response to be coded as correct. There 
were	too	little	data	to	statistically	analyze	because	only	eight	children	
correctly recalled items; however, the results were in the direction pre-
dicted based on the eyetracking data: nine heard items were recalled 
and one produced item was recalled.

3.3 | Discussion

Children	 in	 Experiment	 2	 successfully	mapped	 targets	 in	 the	 heard	
condition, indicated by greater looking to the target compared to 
chance. Looking to the targets in the produced condition differed from 
chance, but did not go below the alpha level of .0036. The different 
pattern of looking to targets in the heard versus produced conditions 
could not be attributed to differences in the amount of looking to the 
screen during training. In addition, the slope of looking in the heard 
condition was steeper than in the produced condition, indicating 
faster looking to the target in the heard condition. Finally, in a free re-
call task, more items were recalled that had been heard during training 
than produced during training. The number of items that were recalled 
was	quite	 low	compared	to	children’s	recognition	rates.	Differences	
in performance on recognition and recall tasks have been reported 

TABLE  2 Experiment	2	GCA	results.	Empirical	logit	GCA	for	the	
effect	of	Training	on	looking	data	for	a	window	of	analysis	200–1500	
ms after the target novel word onset. The values in each cell 
represent parameter estimates

Predictor Estimate SE  t  p

Intercept 1.34 0.37 3.63 <.001

Training 
(produced vs. 
heard)

−0.82 0.49 −1.67 .10

Linear term 2.74 0.55 4.97 <.001

Quadratic term −0.19 0.35 −0.54 .59

Training * Linear 
term

−1.88 0.66 −2.87 .004

Training * 
Quadratic term

−0.22 0.65 −0.33 .74

Note. SE	=	standard	error.	GCA	structure	in	R:	lmer(elog	~	Training	*	(Linear	
+	Quadratic)	 +	 (1	+	Training	+	 Linear	 +	Quadratic	 |	 Participants).	p = p-	
values, calculated in R as described under Table 1.

F IGURE  3 Experiment	2	proportion	of	looking	graph	and	model	predictions.	(Left)	Time	course	of	proportion	of	looking	to	the	target	after	
non-	word	onset	for	novel	word	from	produced	and	heard	training	conditions.	The	horizontal	dotted	line	corresponds	to	chance	(0.50),	the	
vertical line throughout each point represents the standard error of the mean, and the dotted vertical lines indicate the window of analysis. 
(Right)	Model	predictions	for	Training	for	200–1500	ms	window	of	analysis	based	on	proportions	of	looking	to	target.	Points	show	actual	values
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before	in	the	literature.	In	a	study	of	fast	mapping	with	2-	year-	olds,	
Munro,	Baker,	McGregor,	Docking,	and	Arciuli	(2012)	report	that	chil-
dren had higher recognition rates compared to recall rates (also see 
Hodges,	Munro,	Baker,	McGregor,	Docking,	&	Arciuli,	2016).

4  | GENERAL DISCUSSION

This is one of the few studies with children that provide controlled data 
on	the	effects	of	production	on	word	learning.	In	both	Experiments	1	
and 2, children successfully mapped novel words to their nonce ref-
erents. However, contrary to the majority of results reported from 
production	studies	with	adults	and	the	only	existing	research	on	the	
production	effect	with	children	(Icht	&	Mama,	2015),	 in	both	of	the	
current studies, children showed better recognition for novel words 
that were heard rather than produced during the time of training. We 
call this the reverse production effect, as a counterpart to the previously 
coined term the production effect	 (MacLeod	et	al.,	 2010).	While	 our	
findings	may	 appear	 counter-	intuitive	 given	 the	 previous	 literature,	
there are few controlled studies with children that directly ask this 
question.	In	addition,	previous	studies	with	adults	have	found	that	the	
production effect can change depending on the stimuli and task. Thus, 
our results are consistent with those previous findings.

Converging evidence from a variety of methodologies and ages 
has shown that in other circumstances, production facilitates learning; 
thus,	 it	 is	 a	 thought-	provoking	 challenge	 to	 incorporate	 the	 current	
findings	into	existing	theories	of	language	development.	We	build	as	
a	starting	point	from	the	existing	work	with	adults	that	has	found	that	
the production effect can be attenuated or reversed when the linguis-
tic	stimuli	are	non-	native	or	infrequent	(Baese-	Berk	&	Samuel,	2016;	
Dahlen	&	Caldwell-	Harris,	2013;	Kaushanskaya	&	Yoo,	2011;	Zamuner	
et	al.,	 submitted)	 and	 that	 learning	 can	 be	 disrupted	when	 the	 pro-
duction	 system	 is	 engaged	 in	 another	 task	 (Baese-	Berk	 &	 Samuel,	
2016).	With	 both	 our	mixed	 training	 conditions	 (Experiment	 1)	 and	
blocked	training	conditions	(Experiment	2),	participants	showed	better	
mapping in the heard condition than in the produced condition. What 
then	about	production	is	more	cognitively	demanding	in	our	task?	We	
hypothesize	 that	 it	 is	cognitively	demanding	 for	children	 to	simulta-
neously map a novel word form and its novel referent, while simulta-
neously engaging the production system in repeating the novel word 
(also see Munro et al., 2012, for a discussion on cognitive resources 
during	 fast	mapping).	 In	 the	 heard	 condition,	 participants	may	have	
more processing resources to map the word form and the referent be-
cause the production system is not engaged. If it is the engagement 
of the verbal system in particular that disrupts learning, one would 
expect	 that	 speech	 production	would	 lead	 to	 greater	 disruptions	 in	
word	learning	compared	to	other	non-	verbal	tasks,	such	as	performing	
a spatial task. This is currently being addressed in our research.

Our	results	suggest	that	a	re-	evaluation	is	needed	for	how	produc-
tion is conceived in language development, taking into account stimuli 
complexity	 (Kaushanskaya	&	Yoo,	 2011;	 Zamuner	 et	al.,	 submitted),	
task	complexity,	and	the	 learners’	development.	The	notion	that	the	
effects of production may vary has been previously noted. Vihman 

et	al.	 (2014)	 and	 Vihman	 (2017)	 discuss	 how	 the	 articulatory	 filter	
(previously	produced	 sounds	are	more	 salient	 in	 the	 learner’s	 input)	
may show differential effects depending on attentional resources, 
processing demands of the task, and the developmental stage of the 
learner.	Young	children	are	more	likely	to	learn	words	with	highly	fa-
miliar meanings and/or sounds (also familiar in that the sounds are pro-
duced	by	the	child)	because	this	requires	fewer	processing	demands,	
and allows for more resources for mapping a word form and its ref-
erent	 (Vihman	et	al.,	 2014,	 p.	 127).	When	 actively	 recalling	 a	word,	
the processing demands are thought to be high, and advantages will 
be	seen	for	items	within	the	children’s	existing	production	repertoire.	
However, once the learner has mastered production patterns, in less 
demanding tasks such as passive listening, listeners attend more to 
patterns	 not	 in	 their	 production	 repertoire.	As	we	 hypothesize	 that	
producing	a	novel	word	form	during	word-	reference	mapping	has	high	
task demands, this suggests that it may be more efficient for learners 
to initially passively listen to language before engaging the production 
system,	freeing	up	resources	for	the	creation	of	phonological,	lexical,	
and	semantic	representations.	This	 is	expected	to	be	even	more	rel-
evant	when	 learners	 are	 acquiring	words	with	 sound	 patterns	 that	
have yet to be mastered in production, because a mismatch between a 
child’s	output	and	target	would	leave	even	fewer	processing	resources	
and disrupt the mapping even more.

At	the	same	time,	speech	production	can	be	 informative	 in	other	
ways, because it can provide articulatory information and kinetic feed-
back	 to	 the	 learner	 (McAllister	Byun	et	al.,	 2016).	There	 is	 also	vari-
ability in the production skills of young children, and not all children 
may benefit from producing or hearing words in the same way. This 
highlights	the	fact	that	the	effect	of	hearing	and	producing	on	children’s	
word recognition may vary depending on the level of representation 
probed in the task. Recognition in our study was tested using the same 
auditory tokens presented during training. Other directions for future 
research	would	be	to	test	children’s	abilities	to	detect	slight	mismatches	
in targets (e.g., kel produced as zel),	or	to	test	children’s	ability	to	gen-
eralize	to	new	speakers.	Another	area	for	future	research	would	be	to	
manipulate	the	lexical	status	of	the	new	words.	In	Heisler	et	al.	(2010),	
children were taught word forms either with or without a visual refer-
ent.	 In	the	former	condition	 (word	forms	with	a	visual	 referent),	chil-
dren produced more stable articulations. This suggests that articulatory 
representations	are	not	independent	from	lexical	representations.	We	
predict that if children were taught novel words without visual refer-
ents, using the same paradigm of produced and heard during training, 
that in this type of simpler task one might find the classic production 
effect.	It	would	also	be	interesting	to	examine	whether	manipulations	
of	lexical	status,	with	and	without	production	during	training,	would	re-
sult	in	differences	in	short-	term	versus	long-	term	learning.	This	is	based	
on	work	by	Hodges	et	al.	(2016)	who	found	that	the	accuracy	of	2.5-		to	
3-	year-	old	children’s	novel	word	imitation	was	related	to	children’s	per-
formance	in	a	cued	recall	task,	following	1-	minute	and	5-	minutes	after	
training.	 However,	 children’s	 imitation	 accuracy	 during	 training	 was	
not	predictive	of	their	long-	term	performance	on	the	cued	recall	task,	
which	was	tested	1	to	7	days	past	training.	This	suggests	that	imitative	
productions	might	 have	 an	 impact	 on	 children’s	 short-	term	 learning,	
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but	that	other	factors	play	a	role	in	integrating	lexical	representations	
into	 long-	term	memory.	Related	 to	 this,	 future	 research	may	explore	
the difference between imitation versus retrieval, where retrieval has 
been shown to have a strong effect on second language vocabulary 
learning	with	adults	(Kang,	Gollan,	&	Pashler,	2013).

One	 last	 consideration	 is	 children’s	 language	 background	 and	
language skills. We acknowledge that it would have been more ac-
curate	and	potentially	informative	for	us	to	have	measured	children’s	
language	background	and	skills	using	a	standardized	test,	rather	than	
using parental reports. Our reliance on parental reports was based on 
practical	reasons	of	time	limitations	inherent	in	testing	at	a	museum-	
based lab. Many of the children in our study were reported as having 
exposure	 to	 another	 language.	The	majority	 of	 these	 children	were	
from	monolingual	English-	speaking	households,	who	had	started	re-
ceiving 30 minutes of French a day in kindergarten at 4 years of age. 
This is the typical profile of children who are starting French immersion 
in Ottawa, Canada, where the participants were tested. While we con-
sider	the	participants	in	our	experiments	as	functionally	monolingual,	
a	child’s	 language	background	could	have	 influence	on	the	direction	
of	the	production	effect.	For	example,	a	child	who	is	an	L2	speaker	of	
the test language could show the reverse production effect if the test 
stimuli	do	not	map	to	the	child’s	L1	phonology	(as	seen	with	adults	in	
Kaushanskaya	&	Yoo,	2011).	Individual	children’s	language	skills	might	
also influence their performance, which could be measured in differ-
ent	ways,	 such	 as	 using	 standardized	measures	 of	 articulation	 skills	
(e.g.,	 Goldman-	Fristoe’s	 Test	 of	 Articulation),	 receptive	 vocabulary	 
size	 (e.g.,	 Peabody	Picture	Vocabulary	Test)	 or	 expressive	vocabulary	
size	(e.g.,	Expressive	One-	Word	Picture	Vocabulary	Test).	Lastly,	work	is	
needed to look at the effect of production across development as we 
predict that this may vary—showing different effects for toddlers com-
pared	to	school-	aged	children.	Future	 research	could	address	 this	by	
extending	the	current	research	to	children	as	young	as	2	years	of	age.	
The	success	of	the	block	design	in	Experiment	2	provides	a	promising	
starting point for future research that could span different age groups.

Across	two	experiments,	we	found	that	4.5-		to	6-	year-	old	children	
showed differences in their recognition and recall of novel words that 
were heard compared to produced during a brief training phase. To ac-
quire	spoken	language	and	communicate,	learners	must	move	beyond	
their initial abilities, develop vocalic motor skills, and unify perception 
and	production	(Davis,	MacNeilage,	&	Matyear,	2002;	Pierrehumbert,	
2003;	Vihman,	DePaolis,	&	Keren-	Portnoy,	2009).	It	is	an	open	ques-
tion as to how the emerging speech production system interacts with 
other	 factors,	 such	 as	 linguistic	 complexity,	 the	 articulation	 skills	 of	
the	learner,	the	complexity	of	the	task,	among	others.	These	types	of	
future studies are needed to fully understand the role of production in 
language development.
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ENDNOTES
1 One possibility raised by a reviewer is that the difference of effect be-
tween	Experiment	1	and	Icht	and	Mama	(2015)	might	stem	from	the	
gender	breakdown	of	our	participants.	In	our	Experiment	1	there	were	
12 males and 4 females. In comparison, the gender distribution in Icht 
and	Mama	was	more	balanced	 (Experiment	1:	18	males,	12	 females;	
Experiment	2:	13	males,	17	females).	Previous	research	has	found	that	
language	skills	are	slower	to	develop	in	boys	compared	to	girls	(Eriksson	
et	al.,	2012).	Therefore,	it	is	possible	that	the	reverse	production	effect	
in our study stemmed from the disproportionate number of boys that 
we had, who may have had less developed language skills. To test for 
this	possibility,	we	conducted	the	same	GCA	analysis,	but	with	the	ad-
ditional	factors	of	gender	and	age	using	a	median	split	(younger,	older).	
We also performed the same analysis with age as a continuous variable 
and the results were the same. There were no significant effects of 
gender, age, gender and training, and age and training. This means that, 
overall, males or females in our study did not look more to heard tar-
gets than produced targets, and that younger or older participants did 
not look more to heard targets than produced targets. However, there 
were	 two	 interactions:	An	 interaction	 of	 training	 and	 gender	 on	 the	
linear	term	(Estimate	=	−5.62,	SE = 2.00, p	=	.004),	and	an	interaction	
of	training	and	age	on	the	linear	term	(Estimate	=	−9.12,	SE = 2.94, p 
=	.002).	This	reflects	that	the	slope	of	females’	looking	on	heard	trials	
was	steeper	than	the	slope	of	males,	and	that	younger	children’s	slope	
for	 looking	 on	 heard	 trials	was	 steeper	 than	 older	 children’s	 looking	
slope on heard trials. These effects need to be interpreted with caution 
because gender and age were not controlled variables, and they may 
not be true effects due to low numbers.

2	As	 in	Experiment	1,	 the	distribution	of	males/females	 in	Experiment	
2	was	not	balanced	(12	males,	4	females),	so	we	conducted	the	same	
GCA	analysis,	but	with	the	additional	factors	of	gender	and	age,	with	
age treated a median split. (The results were the same when age was 
treated	as	a	continuous	variable.)	As	 in	Experiment	1,	for	Experiment	
2 there were no significant effects of gender, age, gender and training, 
and age and training. This means that males or females did not look 
more to heard targets than produced targets overall and that younger 
or older participants did not look more to heard targets than produced 
targets. However, there were three significant interactions. The first 
interaction was a significant effect of gender and training on the lin-
ear	term	(Estimate	=	4.99,	SE = 1.44, p	<	.001),	 indicating	that	males’	
heard looking curve was flatter than that of females. The second inter-
action was a significant effect of age and training on the linear term 
(Estimate	=	7.44,	SE = 2.41, p	=	 .002),	 indicating	that	older	children’s	
heard slope was steeper than that of younger children. The third inter-
action involved a significant interaction between training, gender, age, 
and	the	linear	term	(Estimate	=	−10.90,	SE = 2.88, p	<	.001).	This	inter-
action	effect	reflects	that	females’	slopes	for	heard	trials	were	steeper	
than	males’	slopes,	and	that	older	children’s	slopes	were	steeper	than	
younger	children’s.	Note	that	these	additional	analyses	need	to	be	in-
terpreted cautiously and to know whether these effects are true ef-
fects,	future	research	would	need	to	experimentally	control	gender	and	
age.
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